Friday, October 24, 2014

1:56 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

10-24-14 "The World's Wealthiest Terrorists" are McCain +
Kerry + Kennedy, that I know of...
10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant below... A Concept for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer can
only be discovered by 24/7 brainstorming with... 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat. McCain + Kerry + Kennedy stifle Greg in Key
West!!
10-24-14 40K SWF dead from Breast Cancer in 2014 while
greg's Workstation and Lab are at Starbucks on Duval in Key
West. Still no money or contact from the Treasury of the USA.
I's sure some Treasury women have died of Breast Cancer
since Shock + Awe. There is no Shock + Awe in Key West to get
greg some wives and MacBook Pro Workstation $$$$$ Noon
CBS news Miami Brad Pitt spits at the "New Manhattan
Project" to Cure Breast Cancer. So his famous wife is probably
against it too in their 1984 II goings-on!

10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant below... A Concept for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer can
only be discovered by 24/7 brainstorming with... 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat in Key West.
10-24-14 "The World's Wealthiest Terrorists" are McCain +
Kerry + Kennedy, that I know of...
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Kerry + Kennedy, that I know of...

10-24-14 "The World's Wealthiest Terrorists" but as Cohen
pointed out in his speech, it cannot hope to stop the flow of
money with sanctions and terrorist designation, only to
"frustrate ISIL's ability to attract money and fighters."

Putin Repeating accusations that USA, France, British
staged a coup d'etat....
Not for a "New Manhattan project for the Rx Cure of Breast
Cancer"
Putin Repeating accusations that Western governments
helped pro-Western groups stage a coup d'etat that ousted a
pro-Moscow president in Kiev in February
iApp to hear + see Aliens on the 52 nearest Stars, and teach
the kids about the "gravity engine" both witch are also
preinstalled on her MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. Intel's
sells 1 Xeon CPU for $4K
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MacBook Air + Pro Monitors in every classroom along with
Treadmill Desk Designed one's!

10-24-14 Believe it or not, Elementary School kids will know
the answer to the history of alcohol abuse question below
when they all have 55" Apple Monitors. Microsoft made $5
Billion in last 3 months on Cloud so this is a major Disorder
via $$$$ Microsoft is cloning itself as BP oil Men + $777
Trillion, a sober world that needs 1,001 Nobels every year not
once in a lifetime. This is what Bill + Melinda killed in their
fiery cop car crashes, burn units profits at Microsoft.

10-24-14 Integration of Acid–Base and Electrolyte Disorders.
A 64-year-old man with agitation and a history of alcohol
abuse has been brought to the emergency department. His
laboratory data include: blood pH 7.07, PCO2 12.6 mm Hg,
PO2 55 mm Hg; sodium 133 mmol/liter, potassium 4.1
mmol/liter, chloride 93 mmol/liter, and bicarbonate 3.9
mmol/liter. What strategy would provide the best support for
this patient?
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this patient?

10-24-14 Cohen's speech sounded like he was talking
about --- FRUSTRATING BREAST CANCER $$$ FOR A RxCure in
Key West, I'm sure Cohen + others from the Treasury have
come to Key West to make sure greg gets no $$$ Million
Dollar Bar is the Name of a Bar and drinkers in KW spend
this much every Day drinking!
10-24-14 David Cohen, the Treasury Department's
undersecretary for terrorism and financial intelligence, the
targeting of ISIS's money stream is both harder and easier
than similar efforts against al-Qaeda.
10-24-14 David Cohen, the Treasury Department's financial
intelligence Top Brass sort of, David Cohen has read this web
about $1 Trillion for the "New Manhattan project for the Rx
Cure of Breast Cancer", if it works put it in the water got Zero
0 money in Key West HQ

10-24-14 Dr. Nancy will say "YES" to Greg's proposal to share a
Nobel in Medicine for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer... put it in
the H2O if it works!! Live 24/7 Brainstorming of the Rx Cure
for Breast Cancer streamed to your MacBook Air + Pro, yes
Dr. Nancy has a Macbook! Greg is trying hard to provoke the
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators who have syphilis to "Give Greg
A MacBook Pro!"
10-24-14 "Give Greg A MacBook Pro!" 8 months + 4 days night
sleeping in my 1999 Ford Escort is ok compared to no
electricity in Starbucks and a Acer Notebook battery that last
2 hours at the most. Add no hypnotic Cheer Leading to wake
up to with the MD Wives... grin.
10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant... A Concept for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer can only
be discovered by 24/7 brainstorming with... 4 MD Wives Coup
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be discovered by 24/7 brainstorming with... 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat.

10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant...
10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant... 1,001 other PP's will inspire trillions of inventions +
inventions project, all suppressed + stifle by Bill + Melinda
Gates for decades for $$$$.
10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant... As Don Ingber, M.D., Ph.D., Founding Director of
Harvard’s Wyss Institute stated, “Devising a way to prevent
blood clotting without using anticoagulants is one of the
holy grails in medicine.” Even devices that have been
properly analyzed and engineered to serve their purpose can
run into problems once implanted into the body. Cardiac
implants like mechanical heart valves and other medical
devices come into contact with flowing blood. This can cause
a multitude of problems such as blood clotting and bacterial
infection. To solve this problem, researchers at Wyss took
already FDA approved materials and combined them to
form a coating that repels both blood and bacteria.
Originally, the idea for this coating came from Professor
Amy Smith Berylson and her Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous
Surfaces (SLIPS) system, a concept inspired by the
carnivorous pitcher plant. The coating is created in a twostep surface-coating process. Coined Tethered-Liquid
Perfluorocarbon (TLP), the process is performed by adding a
monolayer of perfluorocarbon and then a layer of liquid
perfluorocarbon.

10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant...
10-24-14 "The World's Wealthiest Terrorists" ISIS has made at
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10-24-14 "The World's Wealthiest Terrorists" ISIS has made at
least $20 million in ransom this year and $777 Trillion
more in oil revenues, the Treasury Department said
Thursday. by Russell Berman. "The Atlantic" Berman knows
about the $777 Trillion and 40K SWF dead from Breast
Cancer while greg's Workstation and Lab are at Starbucks on
Duval in Key West. Still no money or contact from the
Treasury of the USA. I's sure some Treasury women have died
of Breast Cancer since Shock + Awe. There is no Shock + Awe
in Key West to get greg some wives and MacBook Pro
Workstation $$$$$

10-24-14 New York City police officers critically wounded in
hatchet attack, motive $$$$$
10-24-14 New York City hypnotic... HYPNOTIZE YOU LYRICS in
the Big Apple + "poison gas exhaust" no iParking iApp from
the City of New York that helps you find a parking spot!
NOOOOOOOOOOOO "iParking iApp" from the City. 1984 II
numb nuts Dictators.
10-24-14 Polygamous Marriage Made Legal in NYC. Wive's
hypnotic... HYPNOTIZE YOU LYRICS as City Marriage License
states you must InventSomething! Not a Polygamous
Marriage made in Mecca by the "Pope" but one made at
NASA for Light Year Travels with a few wives to trouble shoot
strange quarks.

10-24-14 P&G trading on insider information Made Legal in
this $777 Trillion Oil Holocaust Times. P&G believes the Apple
100 Day Battery Invention Project will some day soon get a
inventor that does invent the 100 Day Battery for your
iPhone 6 + and MacBook Air + Pro! Greg Lovestar, I will get
this 100 Day Battery Invention. "P&G to spin off Duracell"
CNNMoney A new stand-alone Duracell, a possible sale of
Duracell
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10-24-14 Putin Repeating accusations that Western
governments helped pro-Western groups stage a coup d'etat
that ousted a pro-Moscow president in Kiev in February,
Putin said: "No one wanted to listen to us and no one
wanted to talk to us." "Instead of a difficult but, I underline,
civilized dialogue they brought about a state coup. They
pushed the country into chaos, economic and social collapse,
and civil war with huge losses," he said

10-24-14 (Reuters) - Apple Inc (AAPL.O) said on Thursday it
is studying options for sapphire supply and might work
again with GT Advanced Technologies Inc
10-24-14 Sapphire glass for the iPhone - Diamond Glass for a
world without any broken glass. I could swear the 1984 II
people in Key West throw beer bottles at the bike path out of
spite. When they make contact I will find out.

10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant...
10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant... this is what Bill + Melinda killed by not giving
Elementary kids the Win 8.2 fix...
10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant...
10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant... 1,001 other PP's will inspire trillions of inventions +
inventions project, all suppressed + stifle by Bill + Melinda
Gates for decades for $$$$.

10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
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10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant... As Don Ingber, M.D., Ph.D., Founding Director of
Harvard’s Wyss Institute stated, “Devising a way to prevent
blood clotting without using anticoagulants is one of the
holy grails in medicine.” Even devices that have been
properly analyzed and engineered to serve their purpose can
run into problems once implanted into the body. Cardiac
implants like mechanical heart valves and other medical
devices come into contact with flowing blood. This can cause
a multitude of problems such as blood clotting and bacterial
infection. To solve this problem, researchers at Wyss took
already FDA approved materials and combined them to
form a coating that repels both blood and bacteria.
Originally, the idea for this coating came from Professor
Amy Smith Berylson and her Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous
Surfaces (SLIPS) system, a concept inspired by the
carnivorous pitcher plant. The coating is created in a twostep surface-coating process. Coined Tethered-Liquid
Perfluorocarbon (TLP), the process is performed by adding a
monolayer of perfluorocarbon and then a layer of liquid
perfluorocarbon.

10-24-14 ...a concept inspired by the carnivorous pitcher
plant...
iApp to hear + see Aliens on the 52 nearest Stars, and teach
the kids about the "gravity engine" both witch are also
preinstalled on her MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. Intel's
sells 1 Xeon CPU for $4K
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MacBook Air + Pro Monitors in every classroom along with
Treadmill Desk Designed one's!
10-23-14 The Elementary Schools in Mecca were hit by
"Drones" Today in a "Shock + Awe" Attack by the USA
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators have faulty judgments as Super
Air Bags on the Outside of car and truck is a decades old
invention by Greg Lovestar, me! Laser Guidance too!
iApp to hear + see Aliens on the 52 nearest Stars, and teach
the kids about the "gravity engine" both witch are also
preinstalled on her MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. Intel's
sells 1 Xeon CPU for $4K
MacBook Air + Pro Monitors in every classroom along with
Treadmill Desk Designed one's!
Asbury Park Press "Boy killed in collision with LA ice cream
truck" LOS ANGELES (AP) - Authorities say a 7-year-old boy
riding a motorized bike was hit and killed by an ice cream
truck in South Los Angeles and residents then attacked the
driver.
10-23-14 Ice Cream Trucks with laser guidance would have
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10-23-14 Ice Cream Trucks with laser guidance would have
warned the Driver via SIRI audio voice and kids on a bike
would also hear SIRI audio voice warnings.

10-23-14 55" big screen on the Ice Cream Trucks will be used
in futuristic safety upgrades not yet invented.
10-23-14 iAppHalloween... will be invented written and used
before next... Halloween is here and as exciting as it can be,
for little children it can be overwhelming and scary.
Developmentally, young children are just learning to
distinguish between reality and fantasy, so it's very normal
for them to be frightened during Halloween.
10-23-14 iAppHalloween... Kids will be more "Fat" literate
with this iApp12Fats! On Halloween and all year long. The
Journal of the American Heart Association analyzed the
types of fat 12,000 adults were eating to much of.
Greg + Wifes working on 10 of these 55" Big Screen monitors
with state of the Arts Apple boot to desktop feature and
"record this internet session" as a Youtube video to show
everyone how we got the cure for Breast Cancer using our
hippocampus at 100% 24/7 conversations on invention
projects!
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Picasso's brain behavior in the hippocampus, with every new
women...
10-23-14 55" Big Screens on the back of cars and trucks...
especially semi trucks will be invented.
10-23-14 55" Big Screens in Publix + Whole Foods in the
Lunch Meat section will the names and yes SIRI can
pronounce all the poison chemical formulas. by the time
Steve Jobs biography plays. In a Bloomberg Television
interview with Emily Chang, Oscar winning screenwriter
Aaron Sorkin confirmed Christian Bale will play Apple
cofounder Steve Jobs in a forthcoming feature film based on
Walter Isaacson's biography of the late tech guru.

10-23-14iAppFoodtechMD... Steve Jobs in a forthcoming
feature film based on Walter Isaacson's biography of the late
tech guru.

Suspicion of crimes against humanity... Hell... even Pope
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Suspicion of crimes against humanity... Hell... even Pope
Francis knows 500 Elementary School kids will be killed this
month from no super air bags on the outside! Add Laser
Guided, 1,000 killed by suppressing the Earth Rotates around
the Sun!
10-23-14 500 + killed in the USA! Elementary Kids in the USA
will be killed in a car crash because of... 7.8 Million Vehicles
Have Fault air bags! 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators have
faulty judgments...
GM posts higher-than-expected profit on strong N. American
demand... Suspicion of crimes against humanity... Hell
GM... Suspicion of crimes against humanity... Hell

500 Elementary Kids killed LA, NYC, Paris, Rome, Moscow on
strong GM Profits... this is crazy to suppress
UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) - The chief U.N. investigator into
human rights cases in North Korea said on Wednesday he
has appealed to China to support calls to refer Pyongyang's
actions to The Hague on suspicion of crimes against
humanity.
10-23-14 The Elementary Schools in Mecca... "US-led strikes
kill more than 500 militants in Syria" MURSITPINAR: US-led
air strikes in Syria were reported Thursday to have killed
more than 500 militants in a month, as fighting raged in
the embattled border town of Kobane.

10-23-14 500 + killed in the USA! Elementary Kids in the USA
will be killed in a car crash because of... 7.8 Million Vehicles
Have Fault air bags! 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators have
faulty judgment's...
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators have faulty judgment's as Super
Air Bags on the Outside of car and truck is a decades old
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Air Bags on the Outside of car and truck is a decades old
invention by Greg Lovestar, me!

10-23-14 500 + killed in the USA! Elementary Kids in the USA
will be killed in a car crash 50K laser guided monitors were
killed along with the super air bags on the outside by our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators with Syphilis on the Brain!
10-23-14 Elementary Kids in the USA will be killed in a car
crash because of... 7.8 Million Vehicles Have Fault air bags!
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators have faulty judgment's as Super
Air Bags on the Outside of car and truck is decades old. This
is like Bill + Melinda killing Elementary Inventors with the
$777 Billion Microsoft charges them. Of course the didn't buy
Microsoft. Elementary Teachers who protested were shot by the
Pentagon Bull Dogs protecting Mecca + Microsoft. $777
TRillion and $777 Billion. Pentagon Hummers don't need
super air bags on the outside!

10-23-14 500 + killed in the USA! Elementary Kids in the USA
will be killed in a car crash 50K laser guided monitors were
killed along with the super air bags on the outside by our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators with Syphilis on the Brain!
Laser Guided Hummer 4 for the next war...
10-23-14 The Elementary Schools in Mecca were hit by
"Drones" Today in a "Shock + Awe" Attack by the USA
10-23-14 The Elementary Schools in Mecca were hit by
"Drones" Today... New York Times "Taliban Are Rising Again
in Afghanistan’s North" By AZAM AHMED Elementary Schools
in Mecca were the ISIS and Taliban get their $777 trillion
from these Elementary Kids Oil rich parents, hit by "Drones"
again tomorrow in a "Shock + Awe" Elementary $777
Trillion.
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10-23-14 The Elementary Schools in Mecca were hit by
"Drones" Today... NY Times has the same fake "Class" story
today for Harvard "OJ" or we can refer to him as the "Green
Parrot Bar OJ clone" not surprising at the New York Times
headlines for another ISIS story or "OJ" the Harvard Student
all fake by our 1984 II numb nuts Dictators with syphilis on
the brain!! A Houston pharmacy employee shot and killed a
female coworker he may have been trying to pursue a
romantic relationship with before taking his own life near a
hospital Wednesday afternoon, police said. Homeland
Security should have prevented this murder suicide, would
have if it really lived up to its name "Homeland Security"
sorry they will say and tell you millions of Saudi Arabia
terrorists are out there will $777 Trillion given to them by
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators who have many more diseases
than just Syphilis in the brain!
10-23-14 The Elementary Schools in Mecca were hit by
"Drones" Today... "The UNC fake class investigation and the
'the myth of the student-athlete" Washington Post Today The numbers alone are surprising. At the University of North
Carolina, more than 3,100 students, many of whom were
athletes, took phantom classes in a “shadow curriculum,”
netting high marks despite the fact that they never met and
there wasn't any work!

10-23-14 The Elementary Schools in Mecca were hit by
"Drones" Today!
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators have faulty judgment's as Super
Air Bags on the Outside of car and truck is a decades old
invention by Greg Lovestar, me!
10-23-14 500 + killed in the USA! Elementary Kids in the USA
will be killed in a car crash
10-23-14 500 + killed in the USA! Elementary Kids in the USA
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10-23-14 500 + killed in the USA! Elementary Kids in the USA
will be killed in a car crash
10-23-14 500 + killed in the USA! Elementary Kids in the USA
will be killed in a car crash 50K laser guided monitors were
killed along with the super air bags on the outside by our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators with Syphilis on the Brain!

10-23-14 500 + killed in the USA! Elementary Kids in the USA
will be killed in a car crash
10-23-14 500 + killed in the USA! Elementary Kids in the USA
will be killed in a car crash
10-23-14 500 + teens killed in the USA and Homeland
Security guards the Social Security Offices nation wide!
"Prosecutors: Michigan girl meant to kill family" by SFGate
PLYMOUTH TOWNSHIP, Mich. (AP) - A judge has set bond at
$1 million for a 15-year-old Michigan girl who prosecutors
say stabbed her 12-year-old brother and conspired to kill
other family members so she could run away with her 23year-old boyfriend.

Our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators have Brainwashed men
into cheering when the drone hits the Elementary School in
Mecca! Same 1984 II Mad Men who gave Mecca USA's
Godsend of $777 Trillion via $4 poison gasoline! Next 1984 II
Era will confiscate $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat and make Polygamous Marriage Legal in
the USA, to Hell with Mecca! Wives are for Brainstorming
1,001 Medical Nobels a Year! SWF in the USA will finally be
allowed to "Drive" an ElectricWindmillFord Escort, grin!
10-22-14 The World Health Organization has revised up its
estimate of how many people have... TB. 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat will revise TB statics to Zero 0 in the 1st year of the
coup, Bill + Melinda Gates will not find a mosquito on Earth
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coup, Bill + Melinda Gates will not find a mosquito on Earth
in the 2nd Year of their MD coup! Or a copy of windows 8 + 10
on a PC as this is a MacBook Air + Pro coup. School kids
world wide will ride in the MacBook Air School Bus
dissecting the breast cancer cell down to its strange + up
quarks spin + charge. This will never happen long as Bill +
Melinda are alive + well in Saudi Arabia, grin! MRI's will be
the kids ID badge... Futuristic Brain MRI's!
iPad with built in iPhone7s...
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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